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Introduc?on	
•  Charge	Independence:	[HS,	T]	=	0	
–  isospin	invariance	-	strong	interac?on	forces	do	
not	dis?nguish	between	n	and	p:		
HS(pp,	T3=+1)	=	HS(pn,	T3=0)	=	HS(nn,	T3=-1)			

	aRer	removing	e.m.	effects	
– only	approximate	symmetries	(u&d	masses	
difference,	qq	e.m.	interac?ons	à	p&n	masses,	
meson	mixing	ρ0-ω)	

	
•  Charge	Symmetry:	PCS	=	eiπT2		 	 		[HS,	PCS]	=	0	

HS(pp,	T3=+1)	=	HS(nn,	T3=-1)		 	 	 	T=1	
HS(Λp,	T3=+1/2)	=	HS(Λn,	T3=-1/2) 	 	T=1/2		

	
	



Introduc?on	
	
	
Charge	Symmetry	Breaking	(CSB)	effects	
	
mirror	nuclei	binding	energies		
(generaliza?on	of	the	n-p	mass	difference)	
•  ΔB	=	B(3H)-B(3He)	=	746	keV	à	~71	keV	CSB	
•  Nolen-Schiffer	anomaly:	n-rich	nuclei	more	deeply	
bound	than	p-rich	nuclei	(~5%:	u,d	quark	mass	difference)	

mirror	hypernuclei	Λ	separaFon	energies		
HS(Λp)	=	HS(Λn)	à	contribu?on	to	total	B	

	 	 	 	 	 		



Present	knowledge	on	CSB	effects	in		
s	and	p-shell	 Λ-hypernuclei	
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it was not possible to use an elementary reaction for the calibration of the B! scale since no 
free neutron target is available. The energy calibration was obtained by adjusting B! of the 12

!C
ground state to the value provided by previous emulsion measurements [2]. Being the reference, 
the excitation spectrum of 12

!C was then measured with an improved resolution of 1.45 MeV 
FWHM (thanks to the use of a thin target) [10]. The bulk of data from SKS on the spectroscopy 
of hypernuclei has been an invaluable input for theoretical studies on the !N potential and on 
other topics of Hypernuclear Physics.

In the last few years, high quality data were produced at JLab on hypernuclei A!(Z−1), formed 
through the electroproduction reaction (e, e′K+) on nuclear targets AZ. They are the neutron-
rich, isotopic mirrors of those obtained with the aforesaid meson-induced two-body reactions. 
The resolution achieved on the excitation energy spectra (ranging from 0.54 to 0.8 MeV FWHM) 
was more than a factor of two better than those obtained in the case of the meson-induced pro-
duction reactions. The absolute energy scale was calibrated by studying the electroproduction 
reaction of ! and "0 on a free proton target. The B! values for 7!He, 9!Li, 10

!Be, 12
!B and 16

!N
are given in Refs. [11–15], respectively, and are listed in column 6 of Table 1. Statistical and 
systematic errors are reported separately, when available. Also the recent result on B!(4

!H), ob-
tained by exploiting for the first time the high resolution π decay spectroscopy at MaMi [16], 
has been included.

The precise data coming from electroproduction experiments made possible the comparison 
of the B! values for isomultiplets with different values of A. By defining

$B!(A,Z) = B!(A!Z) − B!(A!(Z − 1)) (2)

and by considering the values from SKS and JLab reported in Table 1, it appears that $B!(12, 6)

amounts to ∼−700 keV and $B!(16, 8) to ∼−1300 keV. The $B!(A, Z) values are related to 
the Charge Symmetry Breaking (CSB) in the !N interaction and suggest an unexpectedly large 
violation, very hard to be explained theoretically. As recently shown by Gal [17], negative $B!

values of the order of 100–200 keV are expected for p-shell hypernuclei, with opposite sign and 
absolute value lower than $B!(4, 2) (∼+350 keV). Ref. [17] contains as well an updated list of 
theoretical contributions by other authors which we won’t repeat here. A similar large negative 
value of $B!(10, 5) was found following a measurement of the excitation spectrum of 10

!Be at 
JLab [13] compared to the one obtained for 10

!B by SKS [5]. This observation led the authors 
of Ref. [13] to look for a possible systematic bias in the SKS data due to the normalization 
of all spectra to B!(12

!C). For this purpose, the differences between the data from the emulsion 
experiments and those reported by SKS were plotted as a function of A. Only the statistical errors 
listed in Table 1 were considered. Systematic positive values for different A were found, with 
a weighted average (w.a.) of 540 ± 50 keV, which could be attributed to an offset on B!(12

!C) 
reported by the emulsion experiments [2] and taken as reference for all the SKS measurements. 
By applying this correction, $B!(10, 5) = +40 ± 120 keV and $B!(12, 6) = −230 ± 190 keV
were found, more compatible with the theoretical expectations. The need of applying a correction 
of ∼+600 keV to the SKS data was discussed in Ref. [8] from considerations based on a critical 
analysis of the emulsion data for 12

!C. By assuming that this correction should be the same for 
all A, a revised table of the B! values reported by SKS was produced. However, as noticed by 
the authors themselves, an unexpected large value for $B!(16, 8), ∼−700 keV, still persists. We 
recall that doubts on the B!(12

!C) reference value used in SKS data normalization were already 
raised in Ref. [15].

The present paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we reorganize the data published a few 
years ago by the FINUDA Collaboration on the spectroscopy of p-shell hypernuclei. In Sec. 3 we 
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1. Introduction

The binding energy B! of a ! hyperon in a !-hypernucleus (shortened as hypernucleus in 
the following), A!Z, is the most straightforward observable which characterizes such a strange 
nuclear system. It is defined as:

B! = [M(!) + M(A−1Z) − M(A!Z)] c2 (1)

where M(!) is the mass of the ! hyperon, M(A−1Z) is the mass of the core nucleus in its 
ground state and M(A!Z) is the mass of the hypernucleus. M(A!Z) is determined by means of 
the measurement of the missing mass in production reactions with magnetic spectrometers or 
by the sum of the masses and of the kinetic energies of the decay products in measurements 
with photographic emulsions or bubble chambers. Table 1 contains the most complete series of 
experimental determinations of B! in the case of s- and p-shell hypernuclei. It is the starting 
point of the discussion presented in this paper.

At the dawn of Hypernuclear Physics B! was measured by analyzing the events produced 
in stacks of photographic emulsions by the interaction of K−’s, both stopped and in flight. 
The emulsion technique demonstrated remarkable performance in recognizing all the charged 
products of the disintegration of a hypernucleus and in measuring their energies. By taking ad-
vantage of these capabilities, it was possible to determine B! accurately for hypernuclei in the 
3 ≤ A ≤ 15 range. Ref. [1] summarizes the results achieved up to 1972. They are listed in col-
umn 2 of Table 1; the quoted errors, of the order of percent, are only statistical. In a successive 
compilation some data were confirmed, some others were updated and two new entries (12

!C and 
14
!C) were added, as the result of experimental efforts after 1972 [2]. In addition, a systematic 

error of ±40 keV was assumed for the B! of each hypernucleus included in the compilation. 
In Sec. 3 we will comment on this point more extensively. The results from the compilation 
of Ref. [2] are listed as well in column 2 of Table 1. In this case we quote both statistical and 
systematic errors.

We have added to the list the T = 1 excited state of 7!Li, labeled 7!Li∗, relevant for the discus-
sion about the T = 1, A = 7 hypernuclear isotriplet (ground state of 7!He, 7!Be and 7!Li∗) which 
will be developed in Sec. 4. B!(7

!Li∗) has been calculated, following Ref. [3], by means of the 
energy spacing information from the γ -ray measurement, Ex(T = 1, 1/2+) = 3.88 MeV [4], and 
of the excitation energy of 6Li∗(T = 1) = 3.56 MeV. Consequently, 0.32 MeV have been sub-
tracted from the B! values reported in Table 1 for the ground state of 7!Li. The results for 7!Li∗

are reported on a separate line.
For more than forty years the investigation of the characteristic features of hypernuclei, B!

in particular, has been carried out at different Laboratories by using magnetic spectrometers 
optimized for the study of the two-body reactions (K−, π−) and (π+, K+) on nuclear targets 
AZ, leading to the production of the corresponding hypernuclei A!Z. A series of recent review 
papers [5–8] provides a good account of the experimental techniques and of the results obtained 
so far.

The Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS) Collaboration at the KEK-PS provided the 
largest amount of data. In particular, the B! values for eleven hypernuclei spanning over the 
7 ≤ A ≤ 208 range were measured, the attention being focused on the light system sector (A ≤
16). In column 3 of Table 1 we report the measured B! of these light hypernuclei, with the 
corresponding statistical and systematic errors [5]. It appears that the statistical errors are of the 
order of percent, while the systematic ones are at least about five times larger and reach up to 
500 keV. The energy resolution ranged between 1.9 and 2.3 MeV FWHM [9]. We remind that 

Λ	separa?on	energy	

mirror	pair	difference		
ΔBΛ=	0	if	HS(Λp)	=	HS(Λn)		n-rich	
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Λ-hypernuclei	produc?on	
•  emulsion	experiments:	hyperfragments	produced	
on	heavy	components	of	the	emulsion	(Ag,	Br)	by	K-	
(stopped	and	in-flight)	 		p-	and	n-rich	hypernuclei	

	

•  magne?c	spectrometers	with	dedicated	reac?ons:	
–  (K-,	π-) 	 		K-	+	n	à	Λ	+	π-	 	on	nuclei	
–  (π+,	K+)	 		π++	n	à	Λ	+	K+		 	on	nuclei	

–  (e,	e’	K+) 	e	+	p	à	e’	+	Λ	+	K+		 	on	nuclei	
	 	 		γ	+	p	à	Λ	+	K+		

CSB	effects:	results	from	different	experiments	
absolute	energy	scale	calibraFon	

p-rich		
hypernuclei	

n-rich		
hypernuclei	



Table 2: Expected and measured momenta characterizing the reactions used to check the
linearity of the FINUDA spectrometer. In the last two columns absolute and relative
residues are reported, respectively.

reaction p
exp

p
meas

p
meas

� p
exp

p
meas

�p
exp

p
exp

(MeV/c) (MeV/c) (MeV/c) ⇥ 10�4

4

⇤

H ! ⇡� + 4He 132.9 ± 0.1 [16] 132.738 ± 0.038 �0.16 ± 0.11 �12 ± 8

K+ ! ⇡+ + ⇡0 205.138 [23] 205.10 ± 0.01 �0.038 ± 0.010 �1.9 ± 0.5

K+ ! µ+ + ⌫µ 235.535 [23] 235.410 ± 0.002 �0.125 ± 0.002 �5.3 ± 0.1

� ! e+e� 509.730 [23] 509.5 ± 5.0 �0.23 ± 5.00 �5 ± 100

The first paper on hypernuclear spectroscopy by FINUDA [18] reported the
excitation spectrum of 12

⇤

C, with the aim of confirming the existence of peaks
due to excited states between the two main signals corresponding to the ⇤
in s-shell (ground state) and in p-shell. For this purpose the main e↵ort
was put on the achievement of the best energy resolution by requiring only
high quality tracks with a good �2 value. These tracks correspond to two
categories, namely ⇡�’s emitted in the forward hemisphere with respect to
the stopping K� direction for the hypernuclear production and µ+’s emitted
in the forward hemisphere with respect to the stopping K+ direction for
calibration. Actually, in this case particles pass through a minimum amount
of material before entering the tracker. A resolution of 1.29 MeV FWHM
was obtained, the best up to now achieved in meson-induced hypernuclear
production experiments. The fit of the experimental spectrum to states with
energies corresponding to those given in Ref. [10] was not satisfactory. A
better result could be obtained by searching for a new set of ground and
excited states energies. However, at that time the energy calibration was not
yet optimized since the spectra from only two out of the three 12C targets
used in the run could be added up. The energy scale for the third one was
displaced by 0.5 MeV, which we may assume as systematic error for the
results of Ref. [18].

The goal of a subsequent analysis [19] was to measure the energy spectra
of ⇡� from the mesonic decay of some p-shell hypernuclei. They were mea-
sured in coincidence with the ⇡� from the formation reaction which identified
the ground state. In this case the main requirement was to have the largest
number of events of interest. To this end, the selection criteria on the forma-

8

LNF/FINUDA	
(K-stop,	π-)	

E. B., T. Bressani, A.Feliciello, NPA 960 (2017) 165 

Absolute	energy	scale	calibra?on	

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE HIGH RESOLUTION KAON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 90, 034320 (2014)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The mass correlations of free ! and "0

from protons, and the ground state of 12
!B from 12C, from the (e,e′K+)

reaction.

further optimization as demonstrated by Figs. 5(b) for HES
and 5(d) for HKS.

As the experimental configuration was similar, the same
problem was confirmed to exist in the E01-011 (2005)
experiment. Therefor the E01-011 data were reanalyzed with
the same technique. An independent analysis of the E01-011
data reached the same level of agreement.

B. Kinematics calibration

The large momentum acceptances of both the electron
(Enge and HES) and kaon (HKS) spectrometers can capture,
in a single setting, events from free !, and free "0 production
from protons in a CH2 target, and hypernuclear events
from different nuclear targets. Figure 6 illustrates the mass
correlation between the momenta of electrons and kaons
from the (e,e′K+) reaction for production of ! and "0 from
hydrogen in a CH2 target, and the ground state of 12

!B from a
12C target. The correlations are the same for both E01-011 and
E05-115. The dispersion of the events from the locus line is due
the angular acceptance of the spectrometers. The dashed lines
show the events with central angles. Since the masses of free
! and "0 are light, they have strong angular dependencies.
In contrast, this dispersion becomes much smaller for heavy
systems, such as hypernuclei, as seen for the 12

!B distribution
in Fig. 6 from E05-115.

Simultaneous production of free !, "0, and hypernuclei is
a major advantage of the HKS experiments. The masses of !
and "0 are sufficiently well known and their mass separation
(76.92 MeV/c2) is large. This allows precise kinematic cali-
bration of the spectra and an absolute mass scale calibration.
Figure 7 shows the final mass spectroscopy of ! and "0 in
terms of ! binding energy from both the E01-011 and E05-115
experiments. The background includes accidentals and the
12
!B quasifree production from 12C in CH2. The spectra are
analyzed using p(e,e′K+)! kinematics. The accidental back-
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Spectroscopy of free ! and "0 by the
p(e,e′K+)! reaction from the CH2 target. The mass is presented
in terms of ! binding energy.

ground shape can be determined precisely by a mixed event
analysis and the quasifree background shape is experimentally
obtained from carbon target data which is analyzed with
p(e,e′K+)! kinematics. Therefore, the background shape is
almost completely understood for the CH2 data.

Table II lists the reconstructed masses of ! and "0. The
kinematic calibration was undertaken in concert with other
calibrations and optical optimizations which will be discussed
in the later sections. The uncertainty in the calibrated mass
scale contributes to the systematic uncertainty in the absolute
hypernuclear mass scale. The total systematic uncertainty of !
and "0 masses includes the statistical uncertainty as listed in
Table II and systematic uncertainties due to the radiative tails
and background/peak fitting functions. The radiative tail was
studied with the Hall C SIMC code [28] and a correction was
applied to minimize the mass offset residuals. The contribution
from this calibration to the overall systematic uncertainty in
the absolute binding energy of hypernuclei is found to be
±27 keV and ±43 keV for E05-115 and E01-011, respectively.
However, this uncertainty is not present in the excitation energy
spectrum with respect to the ground state (or in the energy
separation between states). The mass separation uncertainty is
found to be less than ±70 keV over the ∼77 MeV/c2 mass
range between ! and "0. The excitation energy uncertainty
is less than ±10 keV for both experiments in an approximate
10 MeV range in excitation energy above the ground state.

C. Optical matrix optimization

For a point beam on target with stabilized position, the target
coordinate set is (X = 0,X′,Y = 0,Y ′,L = 0,δ)t . X′ and Y ′

034320-7

p(e,	e’	K+)Λ/Σ0	on	CH2	target	

JLab/HallA,C	
(e,	e’	K+)	

L. Tang et al., PRC 90 (2014) 034320 

Experimental investigations of the hypernucleus 4
Λ

H

P. Achenbach1,a, F. Schulz1,b, S. Aulenbacher1, J. Beričič2, S. Bleser1,3, R. Böhm1, D. Bosnar4,
L. Correa5, M. O. Distler1, A. Esser1, H. Fonvieille5, I. Friščić4, Y. Fujii6, M. Fujita6, T. Gogami6,c,
H. Kanda6, M. Kaneta6, S. Kegel1, Y. Kohl1, W. Kusaka6, A. Margaryan7, H. Merkel1,
M. Mihovilovič1, U. Müller1, S. Nagao6, S. N. Nakamura6, J. Pochodzalla1, A. Sanchez
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Abstract. Negatively charged pions from two-body decays of stopped 4
ΛH hypernuclei

were studied in 2012 at the Mainz Microtron MAMI, Germany. The momenta of the
decay-pions were measured with unprecedented precision by using high-resolution mag-
netic spectrometers. A challenge of the experiment was the tagging of kaons from as-
sociated K+Λ production off a Be target at very forward angles. In the year 2014, this
experiment was continued with a better control of the systematic uncertainties, with bet-
ter suppression of coincident and random background, improved particle identification,
and with higher luminosities. Another key point of the progress was the improvement in
the absolute momentum calibration of the magnetic spectrometers.

1 Introduction

The structure of light Λ-hypernuclei and the precise determination of Λ binding (separation) energies
has been the focus of recent experimental and theoretical programs. The Λ-hypernucleus 4

ΛH was
investigated in 2012 by high-resolution spectroscopy at the Mainz Microtron MAMI, Germany [1].
In this experiment the binding energy of 4

ΛH was determined from the two-body charged decay mode
with an unprecedented ±10 keV statistical uncertainty and ±90 keV systematic uncertainty to be BΛ =

ae-mail: patrick@kph.uni-mainz.de
bPart of doctoral thesis.
cPresent address: Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan.
dPresent address: Research Center for Electron Photon Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 982-0826, Japan.
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Figure 3. Left: Measured momentum spectrum for the 181Ta(e, e′)181Ta reaction. Target thickness, reaction
kinematics, spectrometer settings, and calculated energy for elastic scattering are given. Right: Fit of the peak
region in the momentum spectrum with a sum of four Landau distributions convoluted with a Gaussian resolution
function on top of a constant background. Three low-lying excited states were resolved and characterized by JP

quantum numbers and excitation energy. The ground-state FWHM of 52 keV/c and the peak maximum position
p̂ are indicated.
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background particle flux could lead to a reduction in kaon tagging efficiency. For the 2014 beam-time
an automatic correction was employed for every control setting of all 60 TOF detector segments for
every one of the 1201 data runs. In total, more than 370 000 parameter values were calculated and
used for the hypernuclei analysis. Fig. 2 shows the measured time-of-flight for pions inside the Kaos
spectrometer after calibration. The FWHM ≈ 200 ps is a factor of 2 better than in the 2012 beam-
time. This high resolution for the TOF measurement is also reflected in a better resolved coincidence
time. Further improvements have been achieved for the measurement of the particle’s energy-loss and
Cerenkov light yield.

3.2 Absolute momentum calibration

Detailed measurements with electron beams of energies 195 and 210 MeV have been performed for
an absolute momentum calibration and to study the properties of the two spectrometers SpekA and
SpekC. As targets, a 181Ta target of 6 µm foil thickness, corresponding to 10 mg/cm2 mass thickness,
and a 12C target of 450 µm foil thickness, corresponding to 100 mg/cm2 mass thickness, were used.
Due to tantalum’s large mass it experiences relatively little recoil compared to carbon, making it an
excellent choice for calibration. The target foils were tilted by 54◦ with respect to the incoming beam.
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Recalibra?on	of	KEK/SKS	BΛ:		
10
ΛBe	vs	10ΛB	and	16ΛN	vs	16ΛO	..?	

T. GOGAMI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 93, 034314 (2016)
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FIG. 6. Binding energy differences of 7
!Li, 9

!Be, 10
! B, and 13

! C
between the emulsion experiments [16] and the (π+,K+) experiments
[2] with the statistical errors. The values of (π+,K+) experiments
were subtracted from those of the emulsion experiments. The obtained
weighted mean was +0.54 ± 0.05 MeV as represented by a solid
line. The plots should be on a line of zero (dashed line) if the binding
energies measured in the (π+,K+) and emulsion experiments are
consistent.

In the (π+,K+) experiment, however, the binding energy
was derived using a reference of binding energy of 12

! C
which was measured by the emulsion experiments [16,38].
There are binding energy data of 7

!Li, 9
!Be, 10

! B, and 13
! C

by the (π+,K+) experiments using the 12
! C reference to be

compared with those measured in the emulsion experiments.
The binding energy differences of 7

!Li, 9
!Be, 10

! B, and 13
! C

between the emulsion experiments [16] and the (π+,K+)
experiments [2] with the statistical errors are respectively
DEmul.−KEK = +0.36 ± 0.09, +0.72 ± 0.08, +0.79 ± 0.16,
and +0.31 ± 0.13 MeV as shown in Fig. 6. It seems there is
a systematic energy difference, and the difference is found to
be Dfit

Emul.−KEK = +0.54 ± 0.05 MeV by the weighted mean
of these four points as represented by a solid line in Fig. 6. It
indicates that the reported binding energy of 12

! C is shifted by
about (C2 ≡) 0.54 MeV. If the binding energy of 10

! B measured
by the (π+,K+) experiment is corrected with C2, it becomes
consistent with that of the emulsion experiment within the

errors. Since the results from the (π+,K+) experiments are
all calibrated to the earlier 12

! C binding energy measurement,
it is prudent to consider the possibility that they should be
recalibrated to the emulsion results for the four hypernuclei
shown in Fig. 6.

The ground-state binding energies of 10
! B and 10

! Be to
be compared with each other, taking into account the above
corrections (C1,2), are summarized in Table II. The present
result shows that the ground-state binding energy of 10

! Be
is shallower than the weighted-mean value of three events
reported in the emulsion experiments by 0.51 ± 0.23 MeV,
and differences of the ground-state binding energies between
10
! B and 10

! Be were found to be #B!(10
! B − 10

! Be) = 0.04 ±
0.12 MeV (KEK after the C2 correction and JLab) and
0.29 ± 0.14 MeV (emulsion and JLab). The obtained binding
energy would be a considerable constraint for the study of the
!N CSB interaction in the A = 10, T = 1/2 isodoublet !
hypernuclear system since the effect on the binding energy
difference among mirror hypernuclei is expected to be a few
hundred keV or less [19,23]. For example, the effect of the
!N CSB interaction on the binding energy difference between
10
! Be and 10

! B is predicted to be only 0.2 MeV by the four-body
cluster model with the phenomenological even-state !N CSB
potential [23].

In the above discussion, the correction of C2 (= 0.54 MeV)
was used for the (π+,K+) result. The 0.54 MeV shift of the
reported binding energy of 12

! C gives a great impact since it
was used as a reference of the binding energy measurements
for all the (π+,K+) experiments in which most energy levels
of ! hypernuclei with A > 16 were obtained and used as
theoretical inputs for the study of !N potential. Therefore,
well-calibrated binding energy measurements particularly for
the medium to heavy mass region are needed, and only the
(e,e′K+) experiment would be suitable for that purpose at the
moment.

Moreover, the 0.54 MeV shift changes a situation of the
binding energy difference in the A = 12 isotopic mirror !
hypernuclear system. Previous published results indicate that
there is a large binding energy difference between 12

! C and
12
! B as shown in Table II. The large difference of >0.6 MeV
is hard to explain theoretically, and is considered to be caused
by an unexpectedly large !N CSB effect. However, the
binding energy difference becomes #B! ( 12

! C − 12
! B) =

−0.23 ± 0.19 MeV (emulsion and JLab) if the correction of

TABLE II. Corrected binding energies compared with each other for A = 10 and A = 12 ! hypernuclei. The errors are statistical. The
systematic errors are 0.16 MeV for 10

! Be (present data), 0.11 MeV for 12
! B (JLab), 0.04 MeV for 10

! Be, 10
! B, 12

! C and 12
! B measured by the

emulsion experiments, and 0.50 MeV for 10
! B measured by the (π+,K+) experiment at KEK.

Hypernucleus Experiment Reported B
g.s.
! (MeV) Correction (MeV) Corrected B

g.s.
! (MeV)

10
! Be Present data 8.60 ± 0.07 8.60 ± 0.07

Emulsion [24,25] 9.11 ± 0.22 9.11 ± 0.22
10
! B KEK [31] 8.1 ± 0.1 C2 = +0.54 8.64 ± 0.1

Emulsion [16] 8.89 ± 0.12 8.89 ± 0.12
12
! B JLab [14] 11.529 ± 0.025 11.529 ± 0.025

Emulsion [16] 11.37 ± 0.06 11.37 ± 0.06
12
! C Emulsion [16,38] 10.76 ± 0.19 C2 11.30 ± 0.19

034314-6

T. Gogami et al., PRC 93 (2016) 034314 

recalibrate	7ΛLi,	9ΛBe,	10ΛB	and	13ΛC		
to	corresponding	emulsions	data		

174 E. Botta et al. / Nuclear Physics A 960 (2017) 165–179

Fig. 3. Binding energy differences between the FINUDA data (column 5 of Table 1) and the analogous SKS data (col-
umn 3 of Table 1) for 7!Li, 9!Be, 12

!C, 13
!C and 16

!O. The errors taken into account are total for the FINUDA results and 
statistical only in the SKS case. The weighted average of + 600 ± 80 keV is represented by the (green) dashed line and 
by the (light green) hatched area. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)

before, in which the w.a. of the differences between the B! reported by the emulsion experiments 
(column 2 of Table 1, Ref. [2]) and by SKS (column 3 of Table 1, Ref. [5]) were evaluated. 
However, only the statistical errors were considered for both sets of data. Hence, the final number 
should be considered as the difference between the presumably equal systematic error affecting 
all the B! from SKS and a possible common systematic error for all the B! from emulsion 
measurements. A plausible source of systematic error on the emulsion data could be that M(!), 
which enters directly into the definition of B! (see Eq. (1)), changed from 1115.57 ± 0.03 MeV, 
measured and adopted in Ref. [1], to 1115.683 ± 0.006 MeV [23], used in recent spectrometric 
experiments. Naively, one may guess that a correction of +113 keV should be applied to the 
emulsion data when compared to recent spectrometric measurements. However, there is a quite 
subtle interplay in the emulsion technique between the measurements of M(!)c2 and M(A!Z)c2

which appear in Eq. (1) [29]. Actually, M(A!Z)c2 was determined exclusively from π− mesonic 
decay and M(!)c2 from the pπ− decay in the same emulsion stack. Since the above masses 
appear with opposite signs in Eq. (1), systematic errors possibly occurring in the range-energy 
relationship for π− (emulsion density first of all) were thus partially compensated by selecting 
events with comparable π− energies from ! and A!Z mesonic decays. The systematic error of 
±40 keV mentioned in Ref. [2] probably accounts for this effect.

We tried to determine a possible systematic error in all the emulsion data by using the same 
approach described before in the case of the SKS results. The differences between the values 
from spectrometers with an absolute energy scale (FINUDA and electroproduction, columns 5 
and 6 of Table 1) and the corresponding ones from emulsions were calculated. The error was 
evaluated by using the total error for the spectrometric measurements and the statistical one for 
the emulsion data. The w.a. of the differences was found to be +57 ± 44 keV with a χ2/d.o.f. =
22.07/8 = 2.76 when the compilation of Ref. [1] is taken into account and +79 ± 43 keV with 
a χ2/d.o.f. = 34.56/9 = 3.84 when the compilation of Ref. [2] is considered. Both values of the 
obtained reduced χ2 show that the simplified assumption of a common systematic error on the 
emulsion data is not valid.

recalibrate	7ΛLi,	9ΛBe,	12ΛC,	13ΛC		
and	16ΛO		to	FINUDA	results		

F.	Cusanno	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	Le4.	103	(2009)	202501;	16ΛN/16ΛO	
from	A.	Gal	et	al,	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	88	(2016)	035004:	correc?on	of	+600	keV	to	SKS	data	

weighted	average	=	0.60	±	0.08	MeV	

E. B., T. Bressani, A.Feliciello, NPA 960 (2017) 165 



CSB	in	A	=	7,	T	=	1	Λ-hypernuclei?	

BΛ(7ΛLi*)	from	S.N.	Nakamura	et	al.,	PRL	110	(2013)	012502	
						and	H.	Tamura	et	al.,	PRL	84	(2000)	5963	

	
BΛ (7ΛLi*)	=	BΛ (7ΛLi)	-		[M1(½+,	T=1	à	½+,	T=0)	-	B (6Li*,	0+,	T=1)]	

								=		BΛ (7ΛLi)	–	0.32	MeV	

VOLUME 84, NUMBER 26 P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S 26 JUNE 2000

FIG. 2. g-ray spectra measured in the 7Li!p1, K1" reaction for (a) the unbound region (2BL . 2 MeV) and for (b) the bound
region (210 , 2BL , 2 MeV) of 7

LLi. The two peaks at 692 and 2050 keV in (b) are assigned as M1! 3
2

1 ! 1
2

1" and E2! 5
2

1 !
1
2

1" transitions of 7
LLi, respectively. The curve in the left inset in (b) shows a Doppler-broadened peak shape simulated for g-ray

emission before the 7
LLi slows down. (c) is the same spectrum as (b) but the event-by-event Doppler-shift correction was applied.

In the right insets of (b) and (c), the bound region condition is changed to 25.7 , 2BL , 2.3 MeV. Two peaks observed in the
right inset of (c) are assigned as M1!!! 1

2
1!T ! 1" ! 3

2
1, 1

2
1""" transitions.

peaks are interpreted as transitions in the daughter nuclei
resulting from 7

LLi weak decay,
7
LLi ! p2 1 7Be!!429"

and 7
LLi ! p0 1 7Li!!478".

The peak at 2050 keV is attributed to the E2! 5
2

1 !
1
2

1" transition in 7
LLi. As shown in the level scheme in

Fig. 3, it is essentially the E2!31 ! 11" transition of the
core nucleus 6Li. This transition was previously observed
at 2.034 6 0.023 MeV using NaI counters at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) [2]. In our spectrum the peak
was revealed to have a sharp part and broad tails due to
partial Doppler broadening. This fact indicates that the
lifetime of the g-emitting excited state is of the same order
of the stopping time of a recoil hypernucleus in the target
(#10 ps), which is consistent with a transition rate for E2
[16]. From the sharp peak the g-ray energy was derived as
2050.1 6 0.4!stat" 6 0.7!syst" keV, which corresponds to
a 5

2
1 excitation energy of 2050.4 6 0.4 6 0.7 keV.
As shown in the left inset in Fig. 2(b), the shape of the

692 keV peak is well reproduced by a simulation (solid
curve) in which the Doppler shift is calculated assuming
that g rays are emitted from 7

LLi promptly before slowing
down. Therefore, this transition is faster than 2 ps and
assigned as an M1 transition in 7

LLi. After the event-by-
event Doppler-shift correction, the broad peak at 692 keV
becomes sharp as shown in Fig. 2(c). It evidently shows
that the 692 keV g ray is emitted from 7

LLi, and excludes
the possibility that the peak is due to a 692 keV 72Ge

line induced by the !n, n0" reaction in the Ge detectors.
From the Doppler-corrected spectrum, the g-ray energy
was obtained as 691.7 6 0.6!stat" 6 1.0!syst" keV. Here
the systematic error stems mainly from ambiguity in the
Doppler-shift correction.
We also observed two peaks at 3877 6 5 6 7 keV and

at 3186 6 4 6 5 keV with a statistical significance about

FIG. 3. Level scheme and g transitions of 7
LLi. Thick arrows

show transitions observed, and “present” shows level energies
measured in the present experiment. Transitions from 1

2
1!T !

1" to the ground-state doublet were observed with less statistical
significance. s!u ! 0± 15±" shows calculated production cross
sections by (p1, K1) reaction at 1.05 GeV$c and integrated for
0±–15± (#SKS acceptance) [15].
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ΔBΛ(A,	Z)	=		BΛ(AΛZ)	-		BΛ(AΛ(Z-1))	

•  	offset	between	emulsions	and	
																			counters	experiments	values		

•  Coulombian		differen?al	shrink	of		
	7HeΛ	and	7BeΛ	cores	(~150	keV)	

	
	
•  			th.	predic?on:		ΔBΛ(7ΛBe	-	7ΛLi*)	=	-17	keV	

	
•  th.	predic?on:		ΔBΛ(7ΛLi*	-	7ΛHe)	=	220	keV	
																							 							:		ΔBΛ(7ΛBe	-	7ΛLi*)	=	220	keV	
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CSB	in	A	=	4,	T	=	½	Λ-hypernuclei	

A1	Collabora?on,	F.	Schulz	et	al.,	Nucl.	Phys.	A	954	(2016)	149.	
2.157	±	0.005	±	0.077	MeV	

A1 Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 954 (2016) 149–160 159

Fig. 6. Level schemes of the mirror hypernuclei 4!H and 4!He in terms of ! binding energy. For the ground state binding 
energy of 4!H the MAMI data were used, for that of 4!He data from past emulsion experiments [3] with a systematic 
error estimate of 40 keV [22]. The B! values for the excited states were obtained from the 1+

exc → 0+
g.s. γ -ray transition 

energies [4].

6. Conclusions

The ! separation energy of 4
!H has been measured for the second time by high-precision 

decay-pion spectroscopy at MAMI. The pions were observed in two independent spectrometers 
using two targets of different thicknesses, confirming the previous results in a consistent analysis 
of both experiments. Moreover, the results proved to be consistent after further calibration of the 
absolute momentum as well as in systematic studies of the used cut conditions.

When compared to the 4
!He binding energy measured with the emulsion technique and 

adding the information from γ -ray spectroscopy the MAMI data of 4
!H lead to the level 

schemes of 4
!H and 4

!He as shown in Fig. 6. Here, the systematic error estimate of 40 keV 
from Ref. [22] for the emulsion value was used. While the ground state binding energy dif-
ference of #B 4

!(0+
g.s.) = B!(4

!He(0+
g.s.)) − B!(4

!H(0+
g.s.)) = 233 ± 92 keV is smaller as mea-

sured by the emulsion technique it still supports a sizable CSB effect in the !N interaction. 
Furthermore, it suggests a negative binding energy difference between the excited states of 
#B 4

!(1+
exc) = B!(4

!He(1+
exc)) − B!(4

!H(1+
exc)) = −83 ± 94 keV.

Most calculations performed so far resulted in much smaller binding energy differences than 
observed. Gazda and Gal have recently reported on ab initio no-core shell model calculations 
of the mirror pair using the charge-symmetric Bonn–Jülich leading-order chiral effective field 
theory hyperon–nucleon potentials plus a charge symmetry breaking !–$0 mixing vertex [13]. 
These calculations predict a large CSB ground state splitting and a CSB splitting of opposite sign 
for the excited states.

During the last years the MAMI accelerator was the only place worldwide where a precise and 
intense continuous electron beam was available for hypernuclear physics. While the total error 
of the MAMI binding energy data is of the same order than that of the compiled results from the 
emulsion technique, it is currently dominated by the systematic uncertainty of the absolute mo-
mentum calibration, which can be improved further. Current developments at MAMI are aiming 
at a higher accuracy of the calibration, which could reduce the error on the binding energy by a 
factor of four.

Together with prospects for a precise measurement of the γ transition energy of 4
!H at 

J-PARC [23], the 4
!H level scheme could become the most accurate among hypernuclei and 

provide further guidance for theory and for investigating the origin of CSB in the !N interac-
tion.
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T.O.	Yamamoto	et	al.,Phys.	Rev.	Le4.	115	(2015)	222501	
1406	±	2	±	2	keV	
strong	CSB	dependence	on	spin	

emulsions	and	old	
γ	measurements:		
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•  A=4	system:		
	measure	with	precision	4ΛHe	g.s.	and	4ΛH	γ(1+à0+)	transi?on	

•  A=7,	7ΛBe	(emulsions-counters)	
•  A=16	system,	increase	sta?s?cs	
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Theore?cal	calcula?ons	

4	body	cluster	model	(Λ+α+N+N)	for	A=7,	8	
4-body	poten?al	given	by	the	sum	of	two-body	interac?ons	that	reproduce	the	observed		
proper?es	of	any	subsystems	composed	of	αN,	αΛ,	αNN	and	αΛN.	The	ΛN	interac?on	is		
adjusted	so	as	to	reproduce	the	0+	-	1+	spliyng	of	in	4ΛH.	Phenomenological	ΛN	CSB		
interac?on:	central	force	only	with	a	one-range	Gaussian	form	which	includes		
spin-independent	and	spin-spin	parts.	
	
	
Dalitz	and	von	Hippel		Λ-Σ	mixing	mechanism	in	SU(3)	to	produce	CSB	contribu?ons	from		
OPE	interac?ons	in	hypernuclei.		G-matrix	YN	effec?ve	inter.	derived	from	NSC97	
~1%	Σ	admixture	percentages	in	0+;	1+	admixture	considerably	weaker	.		
A=4	then	7,	8,	9,	10	
	
	
Gazda-Gal:	ab-ini?o	No	Core	Shell	Model	calcula?on	based	on	Bonn-Julich	LO	chiral	EFT			
for	YN	and	NN	(N3LO),	NNN	(N2LO)	interac?ons.		
CSB	mechanism:	Λ-Σ	mixing	(ΛΝ-ΣΝ	coupling	),	OPE	exchange	interac?ons:	CSB	is	driven	by	
rela?vely	long-range	OPE.	A=4	

E. Hiyama et al., PRC 80 (2009) 054321 

A. Gal, PLB 744 (2015) 352 

D. Gazda, A. Gal, NPA 954 (2016) 161 
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it was not possible to use an elementary reaction for the calibration of the B! scale since no 
free neutron target is available. The energy calibration was obtained by adjusting B! of the 12

!C
ground state to the value provided by previous emulsion measurements [2]. Being the reference, 
the excitation spectrum of 12

!C was then measured with an improved resolution of 1.45 MeV 
FWHM (thanks to the use of a thin target) [10]. The bulk of data from SKS on the spectroscopy 
of hypernuclei has been an invaluable input for theoretical studies on the !N potential and on 
other topics of Hypernuclear Physics.

In the last few years, high quality data were produced at JLab on hypernuclei A!(Z−1), formed 
through the electroproduction reaction (e, e′K+) on nuclear targets AZ. They are the neutron-
rich, isotopic mirrors of those obtained with the aforesaid meson-induced two-body reactions. 
The resolution achieved on the excitation energy spectra (ranging from 0.54 to 0.8 MeV FWHM) 
was more than a factor of two better than those obtained in the case of the meson-induced pro-
duction reactions. The absolute energy scale was calibrated by studying the electroproduction 
reaction of ! and "0 on a free proton target. The B! values for 7!He, 9!Li, 10

!Be, 12
!B and 16

!N
are given in Refs. [11–15], respectively, and are listed in column 6 of Table 1. Statistical and 
systematic errors are reported separately, when available. Also the recent result on B!(4

!H), ob-
tained by exploiting for the first time the high resolution π decay spectroscopy at MaMi [16], 
has been included.

The precise data coming from electroproduction experiments made possible the comparison 
of the B! values for isomultiplets with different values of A. By defining

$B!(A,Z) = B!(A!Z) − B!(A!(Z − 1)) (2)

and by considering the values from SKS and JLab reported in Table 1, it appears that $B!(12, 6)

amounts to ∼−700 keV and $B!(16, 8) to ∼−1300 keV. The $B!(A, Z) values are related to 
the Charge Symmetry Breaking (CSB) in the !N interaction and suggest an unexpectedly large 
violation, very hard to be explained theoretically. As recently shown by Gal [17], negative $B!

values of the order of 100–200 keV are expected for p-shell hypernuclei, with opposite sign and 
absolute value lower than $B!(4, 2) (∼+350 keV). Ref. [17] contains as well an updated list of 
theoretical contributions by other authors which we won’t repeat here. A similar large negative 
value of $B!(10, 5) was found following a measurement of the excitation spectrum of 10

!Be at 
JLab [13] compared to the one obtained for 10

!B by SKS [5]. This observation led the authors 
of Ref. [13] to look for a possible systematic bias in the SKS data due to the normalization 
of all spectra to B!(12

!C). For this purpose, the differences between the data from the emulsion 
experiments and those reported by SKS were plotted as a function of A. Only the statistical errors 
listed in Table 1 were considered. Systematic positive values for different A were found, with 
a weighted average (w.a.) of 540 ± 50 keV, which could be attributed to an offset on B!(12

!C) 
reported by the emulsion experiments [2] and taken as reference for all the SKS measurements. 
By applying this correction, $B!(10, 5) = +40 ± 120 keV and $B!(12, 6) = −230 ± 190 keV
were found, more compatible with the theoretical expectations. The need of applying a correction 
of ∼+600 keV to the SKS data was discussed in Ref. [8] from considerations based on a critical 
analysis of the emulsion data for 12

!C. By assuming that this correction should be the same for 
all A, a revised table of the B! values reported by SKS was produced. However, as noticed by 
the authors themselves, an unexpected large value for $B!(16, 8), ∼−700 keV, still persists. We 
recall that doubts on the B!(12

!C) reference value used in SKS data normalization were already 
raised in Ref. [15].

The present paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we reorganize the data published a few 
years ago by the FINUDA Collaboration on the spectroscopy of p-shell hypernuclei. In Sec. 3 we 

Table 3: �B
⇤

(A,Z) (column 2) measured for isomultiplet pairs of observed p-shell hyper-
nuclei (column 1). Among the sources of the experimental data listed in column 3, SKS
indicates the original results of SKS normalized to the emulsion data, as done in Ref. [13]
(see Sec. 3). Finally, the Reference paper from which the �B

⇤

(A,Z) was taken is indicated
in column 4.

multiplet pair �B
⇤

(A,Z) (keV) experimental sources Reference

7

⇤

Be � 7

⇤

Li⇤ �100 ± 90 emuls. � emuls. [2, 4]
7

⇤

Li⇤ � 7

⇤

He �20 ± 230 FINUDA � (e,e0K+) [t.w.]
8

⇤

Be � 8

⇤

Li +40 ± 60 emuls. � emuls. [2]
10

⇤

B � 10

⇤

Be �220 ± 250 emuls. � emuls. [2]

+40 ± 120 SKS � (e,e0,K+) [13]
12

⇤

C � 12

⇤

B �570 ± 190 emuls. � emuls. [2]

�230 ± 190 SKS � (e,e0,K+) [13]

+50 ± 110 FINUDA � (e,e0K+) [t.w.]
16

⇤

O � 16

⇤

N �360 ± 430 FINUDA � (e,e0K+) [t.w.]

FINUDA and the JLab measurements.
From Table 3 it follows that all data indicate a small, if any, �B

⇤

(A,Z)
for p-shell hypernuclei. CSB in the ⇤N interaction seems to be smaller than
in s-shell hypernuclei, supporting a recent prediction by Gal [17]. The present
evaluation of the CSB e↵ect for the A = 7, 12, 16 hypernuclear multiplets
is the first one based on the published results by recent experiments with
magnetic spectrometers featuring an absolute energy scale calibration. Data
are not corrected for the Coulomb force contribution.

5. Summary and outlook

We have reorganized the recent data from FINUDA on the spectroscopy
of p-shell hypernuclei in order to compare them with the ones of the neutron-
rich isobars from JLab. For both sets of data the energy scale exploits an
absolute calibration and searches for CSB e↵ects in p-shell hypernuclei are
thus reliable. The pattern of the energy levels for all members of the T =
1, A = 7 hypernuclear isotriplet (7

⇤

He, 7

⇤

Li⇤, 7

⇤

Be) was examined by com-
bining the results from JLab, FINUDA and emulsion measurements. There

19

ΔBΛ(9ΛB	– 9ΛLi)	=	-210	±	220	keV	from	emulsions	(ΔZ=2)		

[2] D.H.	Davis,	Nucl.	Phys.	A	754	(2005)	3c.	
[4]	H.	Tamura	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	Le4.	84	(2000)	5963.		
[13]	T.	Gogami	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	C	93	(2016)	034314	
[t.w.]	E.	B.,	T.	Bressani,	A.Feliciello,	NPA	960	(2017)	165	
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Table 1: Synopsis of the experimental values of B
⇤

for A  16 hypernuclei. Column 1: hypernucleus; column 2: emulsions;
column 3: KEK-SKS; column 4: revised KEK-SKS; column 5: DA�NE-FINUDA; column 6: electroproduction. References
are in parentheses; [t.w.] stands for this work. In columns 2–6 the first error is statistical, the second one is systematic; in
columns 5 and 6 the error quoted for results from Ref. [21] and, respectively, Ref. [15] is total.

emulsions (MeV) (⇡+,K+) (MeV) (⇡+,K+) (MeV) (K�
stop

,⇡�) (MeV) (e, e0K+) (MeV)

KEK-SKS [5] KEK-SKS revised [t.w.] DA�NE-FINUDA JLab, MaMi
3

⇤

H 0.13±0.05±0.04 [1, 2]
4

⇤

H 2.04±0.04±0.04 [1, 2] 2.157±0.005±0.077 [16]
4

⇤

He 2.39±0.03±0.04 [1, 2]
5

⇤

He 3.12±0.02±0.04 [1, 2]
6

⇤

H 4.0±1.1 [20, 28]
6

⇤

He 4.25±0.10 [1]

4.18±0.10±0.04 [2]
7

⇤

He 5.55±0.10±0.11 [11]
7

⇤

Li 5.58±0.03±0.04 [1, 2] 5.22±0.08±0.36 5.82±0.08±0.08 5.85±0.13±0.10 [19],[t.w.]

5.8±0.4 [21]
7

⇤

Li⇤ 5.26±0.03±0.04 4.90±0.08±0.36 5.50±0.08±0.08 5.53±0.13±0.10

[4] 5.48±0.40
7

⇤

Be 5.16±0.08±0.04 [1, 2]
8

⇤

He 7.16±0.70±0.04 [1, 2]
8

⇤

Li 6.80±0.03±0.04 [1, 2]
8

⇤

Be 6.84±0.05±0.04 [1, 2]
9

⇤

Li 8.53±0.15 [1] 8.36±0.08±0.08 [12]

8.51±0.12±0.04 [2]
9

⇤

Be 6.71±0.04±0.04 [1, 2] 5.99±0.07±0.36 6.59±0.07±0.08 6.30±0.10±0.10 [19],[t.w.]

6.2±0.4 [21]
9

⇤

B 7.88±0.15 [1]

8.29±0.18±0.04 [2]
10

⇤

Be 9.30±0.26 [1] 8.60±0.07±0.16 [13]

9.11±0.22±0.04 [2]
10

⇤

B 8.89±0.12±0.04 [1, 2] 8.1±0.1±0.5 8.7±0.1±0.08
11

⇤

B 10.24±0.05±0.04 [1, 2] 10.28±0.2±0.4 [t.w.]
12

⇤

B 11.37±0.06±0.04 [1, 2] 11.524±0.019±0.013 [14]
12

⇤

C 10.76±0.19±0.04 [2] 10.80 fixed 11.57±0.04±0.10 [19],[t.w.]

10.94±0.06±0.50 [18]
13

⇤

C 11.22±0.08 [1] 11.38±0.05±0.36 11.98±0.05±0.08 11.0±0.4 [21]

11.69±0.12±0.04 [2]
14

⇤

C 12.17±0.33±0.04 [2]
15

⇤

N 13.59±0.15±0.04 [1, 2] 13.8±0.7±1.0 [t.w.]
16

⇤

N 13.76±0.16 [15]
16

⇤

O 12.42±0.05±0.36 13.02±0.05±0.08 13.4±0.4 [21]
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The experimental study of the T = 1, A = 7 isotriplet should be completed by a new value 
of B!(7

!Be) with counter measurements. However, this task looks very hard with the present 
accelerator machines and detection technologies.

The new generation of spectrometers should be capable of measuring with improved precision 
the B! of p-shell hypernuclei produced by the two-body meson-induced reactions out of AZ

nuclear targets. In this way it should be possible to address, and hopefully to settle, the issue 
of the present discrepancies between old emulsion data and recent spectrometric measurements 
(see Table 1).

Obviously, investigations would and should be extended to hypernuclei belonging to other 
shells as well.

As far as the s-shell is concerned, B!(3
!H) could not be measured by exploiting (K−, π−) or 

(π+, K+) reactions due to the radiation safety requirements imposed for the handling of 3H ra-
dioactive targets. In our opinion it is important to determine B!(3

!H) by means of high precision 
counter experiments. 3

!H is the weakest few-body bound system of hadrons with strangeness. 
Also in this case, its B! = 0.13 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 MeV was measured only by emulsion experi-
ments.

In a recent paper [34] the possibility of exploiting the 3He(π−, K0)3
!H reaction is studied. The 

high flux π− beam available at J-PARC combined with the SKS spectrometer, used to detect the 
π+ from the asymmetric K0 → π+π− decay, seems to offer a realistic possibility concerning 
the rate of production of 3

!H, as needed for the precise measurement of the lifetime of 3
!H. 

Unfortunately, this is not true for the measurement of B!(3
!H) due to the limited missing mass 

resolution (∼3 MeV).
A realistic experimental approach to the precision measurement of B!(3

!H) seems to rely on 
the electroproduction reaction on a 3He target. Production of 3!H with the (e, e′K+) reaction on 
3He was already observed in a first generation experiment at JLab featuring a missing mass res-
olution of 4 MeV [35]. Preliminary evaluations of the event rate which is expected with the high 
resolution spectrometers in operation at JLab may be found in Ref. [36]. Another experimental 
approach could be the high resolution pion decay spectroscopy of 3!H obtained as hyperfragment 
in electroproduction reactions.
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